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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXX.

E VEN since the last editorial much has happened.
Where the new 'Workshop, presented by ·Arthur

Devitt, Esq., O.S., is going to stand, Balbus may be seen.
Balbus is recognisable by a light rough coat, a lighter hat
turned down all round, and a pipe; and, according to the
best traditions of his line, he is building a wall. The
cloisters and that part of the Courts. which'is nearest to the
Chapel is occupied by huge and growing dumps of stone,
and a cook-house the men are putting up for themselves:
it will be a long job. Outside the Masters' Common Room
the ,vor1\ of building is in progress already.

At Confirmation in the School Chapel, on November 24th,
the Bishop of Salisbury confirmed 53 candidates.

Heartiest congratulations to D. E. Griffin on Ross'
winning the' Fourths,' and the Two-Cock; also to Davie
on Carey's winning the :'Iusketry and to Bryant (Carey's)
on winning the Individual Cup.
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Of O.SS., W. R. Milligan, H. B. Stallard, D. J. A.
Fletcher, and A. G. Archer have distinguished themselves
at athletics at the Varsities; and C. H. A. Stevens and
G. C. Bernard-Smith are in the Cranwell (R.A.F.) Rugger
Team.

Though we are all looking forward to a great reported
influx of O.SS. for the various house suppers at the end of
term, they will have appeared before this number; so we
need not enlarge on this topic; but shall merely wish all
Shirburnians, old and young, a real Merry Christmas.

sTrop PRESS! We congratulate H. N. de Villiers
on gaining a Classical Scholarship at New College, and
O. N. Bax, at Trinity College, Oxford.

VALETE.

'vVe regret that we were not able to print the following in
our last issue :-

C.H.H.; R.E.S.; K.B.T.

Following the departure of. the veteran Mr. 'vVildman, Mr.
Hodgson has also left, after filling a large and honourable place
in the public eye here for close on forty years. Perhaps his un
wearied obscure labour with the Second Form was the most
wonderful thing about him, although his management of the
Musical Society, as was natural, struck us more. He succeeded
Mr. Parker, not an easy task, and we were conscious of no
falling off in the music of the School, rather of an improved
chapel service. Besides this Mr. Hodgson was a competent
and popular House Master, an acceptable singer and actor, an
excellent cricketer, and much beside. Moreover forty years
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ago he was, like young Hamlet, the glass of fashion and the
mould of form, almost the observed of all observers. He left
us in July with health sadly impaired by the successive blows

. of Fate, and he, like Mr. Wildman, has sought a retreat in
Bournemouth. His last public acts were the preparation of a
supplement to the Sherborne Register, and the gift of altar rails
to the chapel in memory of his two sons killed in the war.
The best wishes of hundreds of O.SS. will follow him in his
retirement.

[Reprinted from the Notes to the 0.5. Report of October.]

With the departure of Mr. Steel at the end of last term, the
School loses yet another senior member of the Staff. Mr. Steel
had been at Sherborne since 1908. He had a very distinguished
career at Oxford, where he was a Demy at Magdalen; he took
a first in Final Schools, and after a course of study in Germany
he took up an- important post in the British Museum. He
eventually became Headmaster of a Northampton School,
but fortunately for Sherborne again elected to come south, and
the then Headmaster secured a loyal assistant and capable
man for the Science Side. There could be no greater testimony
to his work than the well-ordered cases of minerals in the
museum and the new equipment of the laboratories, which
to-day stand to his credit. Mr. and Mrs. Steel are now living
in the small village of Stalbridge, only six miles from
Sherborne.

D.J.A.F.

Mr. Tindall came to the School, persuaded by l\'1r. O'Hanlon,
during the interregnum in 1908. \\Then Mr. Bensly went to
India in 1913, he took over Harper House. Vife now come to
what to ~any of us seems quite the most important part of
of what he did for Sherborne. He was a really good actor
manager, who has inaugurated a sound tradition of tragic
acting in the School; not that it was tragic acting under him, as
any of his various casts can testify. May we never return to
the days when King Henry IV could be witnessed dying in a
dress shirt in the Big Schoolroom !

p.O.f!.H., P.J,c.
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Vve heartily congratulate the following on being presented
with School Colours :-

FIRST FIFTEEN.

Nov. 14 D. B. Gaye.
C. R. Honnywill
C. R. Favell

Nov.28 H. A. \iVhitehead
Dec. 4 D. N. Brakspear

SECOND FIFTEEN.

Nov. 14 G. A. Wallinger
F. C. Bryant
O. L. Lander
G. Kestell-Cornish
W. H. Hubert
F. H. B. Shaw

Dec. 5 P. J. Chellew
C. A. Street
J. E. Pitts-Tucker
D. H. Phillips

Nov. 10 Hopwood
Oldfield
Betts

Nov. 14 Gordon
\Vood
Newell
Grayson

COLTS BADGES.

Nov. 28 Wailer
Gell
Wheeley
Dunsterville
Jervis

O.S. NEWS.

CAMBRIDGE.

H. B. Stallard and D. J. A. Fletcher (Camb.) and W. R.
Milligan (Oxon) ran in the Inter-Varsity Mile Relay Race.
Milligan also ran in the Half-Mile Relay.

A. G. Archer helped Corpus to beat Trinity Hall, by winning
the hurdles in 20 secs. in a thick fog by four yards.
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3-n .Memoriam.

CRONSHAW. On the 8th November, at Kano,
Nigeria, of blackwater fever; Theodore lames (Tim),
beloved husband of Alison (Ailie) F. M. Cronshaw
(nee Pope), and only son of Mrs. Cronshaw, of

Erstfeld, vVells, Somerset, and the late Charles A.

Cronshaw, of Wigan, Lancashire, aged 30 years.

GEORGE BENNETT, who was one of the British
officers murdered in Dublin on Sunday, November
21st, was born on August 23rd, 1892, the son of the
late Mr. l. Bennett of Bournemouth. He came to the

§chool House in September, 1906, and was Head of
the School during his last year, going up to Magdalen

College, Oxford, in October, 1911, with a Science

Demyship. He was a remarkable boy, incapacitated
for games by a partially withered arm, but absolutely

fearless, and ruling his equals and juniors with a
blend Qf determination, coolness, and good fellowship
far more effective than the use of the cane ;-though

he did not shrink from caning a prominent member

of the cricket eleven for the breach of a School rule.
Another notable thing that he did as a boy was to

read a paper on Kant to the Duffers, a paper shew-
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ing a first hand acquaintance with the Critique of

Pure Reason, and written in a wonderfully mature

style. Altogether he was something of a mystery to
the boys and perhaps to some of the masters; but
~e was universally respected and in the School House
much liked; he spared no pains in helping the

younger boys with their work, not in the foolish way
of saving them trouble, but shewing them how to

attack their difficulties intelligently, and he did a great

deal to break down a very undesirable division that
there was at the time between the votaries of the

intellectual and those of the athletic life.
His Oxford career was a disappointment both to

his friends and to himself. Mathematical Modera

tions failed to satisfy his aspirations and he followed

several false tracks, intellectual and aesthetic. He
finally however took a degree in Law, and sub.;

sequently through an introduction to Lord Milner
was started on a business career. \Vhen the war
came he was repeatedly rejected for military service,

and at first went to Egypt on business connected

with the war. On his return he managed to enlist
as a motor driver in the A.S.C. He subsequently

obtained a Commission, serving in France and being

mentioned in despatches. Finally he was trans

ferred to the staff and sent on intelligence service to
, Holland, where with his colleagues he did very

valuable work at great personal risk. At the end of

I
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the war he was feeling his way into business again
when he was invited to rejoin the Intelligence Depart
ment for service in Ireland. He had for some time
been a Roman Catholic, and like his brother officer
Lieut. Aimes, in whose room he was murdered, while
a loyal servant of the Crown, was a supporter of the
policy of Home Rule for Ireland.

The official account of his death, as read out in the
House of Commons, is as follows :-

'At 13, Upper Mount-street, 20 armed men were

let i~ by a servant, and went to the bedroom of
Lieut. Aimes, of the Grenadier Guards, and Lieut.

Bennett, R.A.S.C. The servant rushed upstairs and
told an officer sleeping on the upper floor that murder

was being done. A fusillade of shots was heard.
They came down and found the two bodies in pools

of blood in Lieut. Aimes's bedroom. Mr. Bennl1tt
had been dragged into his brother officer's room, and

they were shot together. Their bodies lay side by

side.'
His early and tragic death cut short a career which

was full of promise of distinction. Self-willed and

opiniative, with a touch of bravado and perhaps more
than a touch of quixotry, he was very sensitive and

affectionate: and some of us will long remember the
last visit which he paid to Sherborne at the end of

last Christmas term and his warm interest in the

welfare of his old School.
N.C.S.
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MUSICAL RECITAL.
Wednesday, November 14th.

PROGRAMME.

Prelude and Fugue E minor

Aria for Bass Voice-' J esu, let me find thee'

Andante from Sonata I
(for Violin and Clavier)

[DECEMBER,

Bach

Bach

Bach

4 Choral Prelude for}, D Art J h . t'Organ as ear vergangen IS Bach

5 Theme and Variations
(for Violin, 'Cello and Organ)

6 Fugue in E flat (known as St. Ann)

Rlzeillbcrger

Bach

This recital came appropriately at the close of Confirmation
Day, and enabled many boys with their parents to spend a most
enjoyable three-quarters of an hour in the Abbey.

As can be seen from the programme, the Recital consisted
almost entirely of that master composer and performer on the
organ, Bach. Mr. Tester made the organ, which is about seventy
years old, peal forth in a grand way. The only thing in the
organ-playing with which we can find fault was that some of
the pedal passages were blurred and indistinct, but this can be
put'down to the age of the organ and no't to the fault of the
performer. An unfortunate cipher at the beginning of the
Fugue in E minor was inclined to spoil the effect for the first
few bars, but after that things went smoothly.

As for the other performers, Mr. Hornsby-Wright excelled in
, Jesu, let me find thee,' his voice ringing out splendidly from
the organ 10ft and falling upon delighted ears. Mrs. Faulkner
in her violin solo was extremely good, her tone perfect, but the
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general effect was spoilt by her slides, which were magnified by
the echo of the building. In the Trio, Miss Wilson-Ewer, who
was playing the 'Cello, made her instrument sound most beauti
fully. soft and mellow, while Mrs. Faulkner's violin sounded
beautifully sweet and clear, her slides not being nearly so
obvious, and Mr. Tester's subdued organ accompaniment was
very effective.

Taking the performance as a whole, it was very pleasing,
particularly as it was in such grand surroundings, and it is quite
certain that all who were there spent a most pleasant three
quarters of an hour.

VIOLIN AND PIANO RECITAL.

Music lovers had a rare treat on Saturday, December 4th,
when Miss Jelly D'Aranyi and Mrs. Hobday gave a violin and
piano recital.

The prcgramme began with Cesar Franck's gorgeous Sonata
in A major, the finest of all modern works of its class. . The
two players gave us a performance full of intensity and
emotional feeling. This was followed by a group of violin
solos, which included Leclair's Sarabande and Tambourin, and
Kreisler's Liebsfreud. Beethoven's Sonata in C minor for
violin and piano was the next item, which was played with the
dignity and restraint which such a classic demands. The re
cital ended with three Hungarian Dances, played as only a
Hungarian can play them, and a Polonaise by vVieniawski,
which gave the violinist every opportunity of displaying her
marvellous technique. \"1e shall all leok forward to seeing and
hearing these two distinguished artists at Sherborne again in
the near future.

THE DUFFERS.

This Society has held six meetings this term, at the last
of which The Tempest was read at the School House.
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On October 3rd, Mr. King read with comments Mr. Rhoades'
striking paper on the Training of the Imagination, first written
for the V.V. Society in Canon Young's time (1883) and read in
Sherborne. On the 17th, we had the witty Recollections of the
Great War by Mr. Bensly, D.S.O., and Mr. O'Hanlon, M.C.,
repeated by request. The two papers had lost none of their
flavour since they were first produced. On October 31st,
D. O. H. Holland read a most interesting paper on Norse
Literature and its influence, a new subject at these meetings.
Jane Austen was dealt with by G. A. vVallinger on November
14th, and some well-chosen extracts from this inimitable woman's
novels were given, and on December 5th, Mr. Goodrich read
interpreted the Dynasts of Thos. Hardy. After the paper
several members expressed their intention of devouring this
haggis of a play in the Christmas Holidays.

MR. CORNIL BARD'S ENTERTAINMENT
(NOVEMBER 19).

• Out on the ocean wide.'

The glories of the Arctic dawn were getting rather stale-,
for, after all, it had been dawning for about a month: so,
letting Aurora roar about overhead, we snuggled up to the
Polar bears to keep warm and went to sleep. Suddenly,
Mephistopheles appeared in a blaze of light, and immediately
started declaring, in a sinister drawl that only terrified one of
us, that he came not as the false magicians come, but that he
was the pukkah thing. vVhat joy to have some news at last
after our long confinement on the iceberg! We sat up in rapt
attention. The faint perfume of our former life was wafted
upon our senses by his vivid rendering of street cries as they
resound in far-off London now. We gathered that the name
of our Shakespeare is not yet extinct, for did he not tell us of a
friend who lived a day in blank verse? Our England must be
a Merrie England still !

W ~ never realised how universally popular' Cc-ming through
the Rye' had become; it must be impressive to hear it chanted
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by the massed tribes of Red Indians to that suggestive tom
tom accompaniment! But the snarling Chinese version rather
frightened us.

We gained a vivid impression of how Fag Pictures strike
all classes of Modern England. It was not so in our time,
but we suppose it is all right.

The Cockney, however, is still the Cockney, for when
Mephistopheles, having been knocked down by a bus, was ex
claiming dazehedly, 'Where am I?' he was brought to full
consciousness by one of these 'gentry saying, "Ere y' are,
guv'nor; Street Map of London, price twopence.'

In reminiscent mood he told us of a green field he had
loved as a boy, and we felt sad.

Then we heard the old familiar song of our childhood: 'Let
V be a Motor-bike's Velocity.' We remembered doing the
same sum; but in our day it was a Motor-car. And we grew
sadder still to think how far we were behind the times.

Mephistopheles then prepared to go; but with a wistful
little smile first crystallised our tale of woe into a song :-

, Twenty years on an iceberg,
Out on the ocean wide,

\Vith nothing on but pyjamas,
Nothing to do but slide.. .'

and, leaving this refrain on our lips and the tear of self-com
miseration in our eyes, he disappeared in a furore of applause.

\Ve have screwed this interesting history up into an empty
bottle, and cast it into the sea in the hope that it will float to
far-off England, which we have not seen since 1900.

[Author-Haw's that? Ed.-Bilge 1]

THE SOPHISTS.

On October 2nd the Sophists read' The Naked Truth' by
Paston and Maxwell. Mrs. Hodgson was her usual charming
self. Of the rest of a really gay cast, de Villiers, Chellew,
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\Voodforde and Horsford were the most conspicuous; ·the latter
in a gray wig and spectacles was excellent as a confidential
family maid--but could he not take up his cues a little quicker?
This is not said in malice, nor does it really refer to him any
more than to the majority of those who take part: slowness in
taking up cues so often makes plays read or acted at school
hang fire, and particularly so in the case of a farce, such as this,
which simply must be rushed through. However, I do not
wish to leave the impression that the play was a failure, by re
ferring to this prevalent fault: the play was one of the greatest
successes the Sophists have recently scored.

CAST.
Mrs. Darrell
'Bunny' Darrell, her son
Mrs. James Darrell, his uncle ...
Mr. Hayter
Mr. Freeman) r' t
Mr. Sawyer f so lCl ors
Dr. Masters
Captain Lestrange '"
Prosser
Miss Norah Creighton
, Rosalie' le Favre
Hammond
Mrs. Hayter
Mrs. Duckett

Mrs. Hodgson
H. N. de Villiers

. 'vV. A. D. Adamson
P. J. Chellew

JE. D. G. Hooper
(D. O. H. Holland

... D. E. Yonge
F. C. Bryant

J. K. F. Woodforde
O. Ll. Lander

R. G. E. Bramall
E. B. O'B. Horsford

D. H. Phillips
J. E. Schneider

On Saturday, October 16th, at 7 p.m., the Society held a
debate in the Big SchooJroom. The motion was: That in the
opinion of this house the middle class is doomed to extinction.
MR. MACFARLANE-GRIEVE opened the debate with an ex
tremely clever speech.' He first gave his reasons for the ex
pediency of the extinction of the middle classes, comparing
them to the drones in a hive, stating that they did little work
and were of no use. He then proved their final extinction by
the fact that the taxes would soon cause a shortage of children,
until the class was extinct. MR. ROLLESTON then replied,
and after causing considerable mirth at the expense of his
opponent, stated firmly that England could not do without the
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middle classes. He enveloped his argument with a cloak of
rhetoric which seemed greatly to strengthen his case. KEARY
and HANCOCK, who spoke third and fourth, after the usual
vituperation of their opponents' arguments, spoke shortly, for
the most part repeating their colleagues' arguments. DE
VILLIERS, SHARPE MA. and PARTRIDGE MA. spoke concisely,
the latter using the most picturesque metaphors. The PRESI
DENT gave a very able speech, adducing past history as
evidence. His speech was neither for, nor against, the motion.
MR. ANDREWS and MR. GOODRICH both spoke clearly against
the motion, which was lost by a large minority.

On Saturday, November 27th, was presented 'The Man from
Toronto.' At first we were made somewhat nervous by the
action hanging fire owing to cues not being taken up sufficiently
quickly; but this preliminary awkwardness was soon dropped
and the whole performance brightened up wonderfully. Mrs.
Hodgson made a thoroughly competent Polly Perkins alias
Mrs., Calthorpe, and the American (or was it Canadian ?) accent
of the versatile Mr. Fox was the subject of great admiration;
while Chellew was quite at his best as the hopelessly baffled
and worried guardian. Phillips was a very broad and buxom
tomboy from Canada indeed; and Horsford under his stimulat
ing evidence grew so excited that he could not decide which
accent to adopt, so, being a wise person and wishing to please
everyone, he used each in turn. Lindsay-Smith made his first
appearance at the Sophists; and Schneider fully fulfilled the
conditions laid down by the author in which he says that Mrs.
Hubbard is' the ugliest woman in Christendom, whose features
play an important part in the Comedy'; nor was her? his?
daughter less horrible to behold. And last, but not least, Mr.
Rolleston made a brilliant maiden appearance in a Sophists play
as Bob Gilmour; though perhaps no one quite came up to the
excellence of Mrs. Hodgson and Mr. Fox. Although the per
formance started at 6.30, time prevented the Society from
witnessing the really good final denouement. However, the
audience got their full money's worth of amusement.
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CAST.
Mrs. Calthorpe (Polly Perkins) Mrs. Hodgson
Fergus Wimbush Mr. A. W. Fox
Robert Gilmour (her cousin) Mr. C. C. Rolleston
Ruth Wimbush (her elder sister) E. B. O'B. Horsford
Ada Wimbush (her younger sister) D. H. Phillips
Mrs. Priestley ... P. ]. Chellew
Martha ... ]. Lindsay-Smith
Mrs. Hubbard ... ]. E. Schneider
Minnie Hubbard (her daughter) F. P. D. Lean

SCCIle-Parlour of Beach House, Teignmouth.

DEBATE.
Motioll. That the motor char-a.-banc does not tend to secure

the greatest happiness to the greatest number.

This subject was debated by the Society on Saturday, Decem
ber 4th. The HON. SEC, spoke first. He clearly depicted the
ills of pedestrians as caused by char-a.-banes, and brought forth
a cogent argument for the proposition, which perhaps did not
find its way quite to the heart of the audience. MR. L. C.
ROLLESTON then rose for the opposition. He brought forward
the natural argument; viz. that the class who use char-a.-banes
are the largest class, thus, in his own opinion, proving his case.
\VALLINGER then brought up some personal accidents to help
the proposition, and later a clever argument, taking a concrete
example of the class of char-a.-banc enthusiasts instead of the
usual abstract. PARTRIDGE MA. then spoke concisely and to
the point, bringing up a host of weighty points, and finishing in
a cloud of metaphor. DE VILLIERS and the HON. SEC. FOR
PLAYS had a wordy duel, in which the latter retired hurt.
BRYAN-DAUNT spoke twice at length, but his remarks were
somewhat obscure. BOND, TOUT, and MAXWELL also spoke,
but lack of space precludes an account of their excellent
remarks.

On Saturday, December 11th, Sheridan's The Rivals was
read in the Schoolroom. There was a very good audience,
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the dais being quite full. Considering that the cast was a
scratch one for the most part, it went very well, and it is to be
hoped that the audience was amused.

Sir Anthony read his part very well, and behaved towards
his son as a father should. Acres also was good, and made one
thoroughly believe that he was terrified of a duel; the blood
thirsty Sir Lucius showed considerable sang-froid. Mrs.
Malapro"p was seldom loud or clear enough, and many of her
Malapropisms were in this way lost on the audience. We should
have liked to have seen her face. Lydia had not read her part
through, and brought in several Malapropisms of her own. The
scenery was crude; one actor, being offered a seat, was forced
to sit on air until a chair was brought. One illustrious fencer
held his rapier in his left hand, but of course he must be left
handed. Readers must learn to speak up and to look up, and

"not to be afraid of acting.

Sir Anthony Absolute
Captain Absolute
Faulkland...
Acres
Sir Lucius O'Trigger
Fag
David
Thomas
Mrs. Malaprop
Lydia Languish
Julia
Lucy
Boy Servant

CAST.
J. K. F. Woodforde

D. H. Phillips
P. J. Chellew

R. E. Clarke, Esq.
T. L. Binney

'" A. R. Bond
G. H. A. P. Maxwell

... T. G. Devitt
J. E. Schneider

E. B. O'E. Horsford
O. Ll. Lander

R. S. E. Bramall
A. E. Vernon

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. TON BRIDGE (November 6th).
(taken from the Sportsman).

The following notes are from an old friend, a well-known
county player: 'It was simply a duel between Sherborne for-
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wards and Tonbridge backs, and directly the ball got among
the Tonbridge backs there was trouble. They were faster and
had more idea of the game than their opponents. In fact, I
thought the latter were poor. Neither in attack nor defence
did they shape well, although their right wing, opposite Solbe,
did bring off two or three good tackles, one in particular when
the latter looked a certain scorer. Forward the Sherborne
captain (\Voolmer) and Tucker put in yeomen work, although
it is unfair to individualise, as the whole pack-a heavy one
played well, their rushes being immense. For Tonbridge it was
a day out for the captain,Francis, who was simply great. His
hands seemed to attract the ball, while he either gave perfect
passes or chose to cut through. The second score for his side
was due to a splendid in-swerve, leaving the back, who thought
he was going to pass to Solbe, standing. Hubbard fielded per
fectly and kicked· a good length, and others who took my eye
were Solbe, Scott, and Tomlinson.' There was one very un
usual incident in the game, Tonbridge being awarded a penalty
try, from which Hubbard kicked a goal. 'Tomlinson had
dribbled free only eight yards from the line-nobody in front
when he was badly held by the legs, the ball nicely in front of
him, by the Sherborne back.' This ruling was obviously
right, though there was no suggestion of foul play on the part
of the visitors. In the heat of the moment they had prevented
a certain try, and rightly paid the penalty. Tonbridge led by
three goals at half-time, and ran out winners by five goals and
three tries (34 points) to nil. .

SCHOOL v. R.N.C., DARTMOUTH (November 12th).

Played at Exeter, this proved a hard keen game. The for
wards were evenly matched, but at half and three-quarters the
cadets had the advantage, being quicker and faster than the
School outsides, whose attacks lacked thrust and finish.

The score, 24 points to nil, in favour of Dartmouth, is hardly
a fair reflex of the game, which was much more evenly con
tested than the figures suggest.

The heavier scrum, Dartmouth, deservedly won, because
their backs were quick to make the most of any openings offered.
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SCHOOL v. RADLEY (November 20th).

Played on the Upper without wind or sun to speak of. A
free-kick enabled us to reach the Radley twenty-five and Griffin
gained further ground by a useful kick. A second free-kick
was converted by Woolmer.(3-0} and was followed by scram
bling play in mid-field. Bastin headed a rush, and Partridge
picking up smartly brought the forwards on to a strong attack
from which Woolmer scored and converted (8-0). Gaye, who
was playing admirably on the whole, sent Griffin off soon after
and his kick across took play to the Radley end where Hudson
made a mark. Radley attacked, but Hooper was safe, and
then a brilliant run by Gaye ended in a pass from Devitt going
astray. More wild passing by our centres nullified some good
efforts and a free-kick to Radley relieved pressure on their lines
till ] enkins took the ball back. B1air collared]enkins in the
most dangerous of several outside attacks upon the Radley line,
and H ooper again saved the situation when a mistake in the
centre let Radley through our three-quarter line. Gaye scored
a fine try after a well-judged run (11-0) and Griffin replied to
a strong attack with a really beautiful punt to our opponents'
ground. Radley however again attacked from open and scram
bling play, but a good run by ]enkins and kick by \Vhitehead
nearly gave us further points. Hooper again saved us, but we
were unable to stop Ryder who scored Radley's first and only
try after a strong run (11-3).

In the second half the game was of a different character.
Play was very wild and our forwards suddenly and visibly tired,
some of them doubtless affected by their match on \Vednesday.
Radleyattacked frequently, but their outsides stood too far up
to be effective. Devitt relieved with a good kick and Gaye
after a good run sent our three-quarters off to the Radley end.
Devitt failed twice to drop a goal and the three-quarters as a
whole were not so steady as before. Bastin heading a rush,
passed to Woolmer who scored but could not convert (14--3),
and Gaye made another fine run, but Blair. stopped him.
Radley relieved with a good kick and Devitt replied by an ex
cellent cut-in after receiving from ]enkins. A subsequent rush
led to Griffin scoring a try which \Voolmer converted (19-3),
this being the final score.

The School forwards were good till they tired. The Radley
halves were quick on to their man and stopped many attacks;
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but their three-quarters were never dangerous except in
dividually. Gaye played really finely, though rather erratic in
passing, and showed how crippled the team had been without
him. On the whole the School played well: certainly they
more than deserved the points' they got..

T.L.C.

SCHOOL v. DULWICH.

Played at Dulwich on November 27th, and resulted after a
hard and exciting match on a greasy ground in a defeat for the
School by 11 points to 9.

The first half was very even, Dulwich through the good play
of their outsides being more dangerous and scoring twice, while
the School, who lost opportunities through indecisive running
on the wings, had considerably the best of the game territorially.

In the second half the School forwards, though handicapped
by frequent lack of support behind the scrum, were all over
their opponents and almost pulled the game out of the fire,
after the score was 11-0 against them. From the many chances
which they gave, Devitt, after a good run, and Whitehead scored
unconverted tries and Griffin kicked a penalty goal. Partridge
also had ill luck in not scoring after twice cutting through the
defence. Of the forwards, who, without rising at any time to
the high standard of last year's pack, played creditably and
never lost heart, Bastin, Favell and Honnywill were the best.
Devitt, Partridge, Gaye and Whitehead among the outsides all
did good things. Besides the Dulwich three-quarters, Davidson
their full back, played very well, on one occasion running right
through our defence-a sorry exhibition of tackling.

School-Hooper; Griffin, Devitt, Partridge, Jenkins; Gaye,
Whitehead; Woolmer (capt.), Bastin, Lewis, Tucker, Honny
will, Favell, Dawnay, Brakspear.

SCHOOL 'v. DOWNSIDE (December 2nd).

While the School were unlucky to lose this return match
when one remembers the territorial trend of the play, Downside
would have been equally unfortunate not to win, since they
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showed greater speed and initiative outside. On the other
hand the School defence was sound on the whole,· we were
attacking as often as not, and the forwards were good.

Play started with an attack by our outsides from a scrum in
mid-field, but Partridge missed a pass and scrambling play
followed. A free kick to us gave some help, and another attack
broke down in the same manner. Loose play gave neither side
any real advantage, and \Voolmer was conspicuous in stopping
several forward rushes from loose scrums. Favell brought off
a good tackle and then carried play beyond the Downside
twenty-five where a line-out resulted. From ensuing play
Griffin picked up on the south side· of the ground and running
round the Downside line across the ground, cut through near the
top and turned in. His strength just enabled him to survive
the full back's attack and he scored a remarkably fine try, which
was not converted (3-0). On resuming Dawnay headed a rush
in loose play and picking up passed back at random. From the
scramble Partridge got possession and gained some ground.
Downside relieved with a good kick, but a moment later Griffin
neutralised this with a sound punt to their end. Near the top
touch-line ]enkins missed a pass from Gaye, a hard one to take,
and the Downside pack rushed the ball back to half-way.
Denaro got away immediately after, but Griffin had come across
into the breach and saved us. Several times during the game
he showed this understanding of what was to be expected. On
three occasions he came across from the other wing and when
Denaro kicked over Grayson's head was there to stop a certain
try. Forward play brought the ball to mid-field, and then
Grayson kicked well and found touch in the Downside twenty
five. A moment later however the ball was slung over to the
other wing and Denaro again attacked, but Devitt's pace was
sufficient to frustrate the attempt and Grayson again relieved in
creasing pressure with a good kick. From a scrum Partridge
ran strongly (but should keep his head up!) and took play to
wards our opponents' ground. A lot of even forward play
followed, and our outsides seemed to fumble even more than
the state of the ball warranted. Gaye was not up to his usual
form, but the marking on both sides was very close. Fear of
attack from the scrums, led to our three-quarters creeping up
too far and the result was that our attacks were comparatively
harmless. Also the Downside back was very safe and his kick
inS" was well-judged, so that though we attacked pretty often by
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kicking and otherwise there was not enough weakness in the
Downside defence for us to go very far. Partridge gained
ground with a useful kick, and then one of those sudden tries
which change the aspect of a game gave Downside the lead.
It was a typical Downside try. Denaro kicked over Grayson's
head, as he had done several times before, and beating every
one by pace scored in an easy position, the try being converted
(3-5). This set-back did not spoil our play, though the outsides
were slow and lifeless in attack while exceedingly plucky in de
fence. Grayson, who played a remarkably good game throughout,
reached touch in the Downside country, but their outsides came
back again. Our forwards .rushed a scrum in fine style and
going strongly gave our three-quarters the chance of attacking,
Devitt's useful gain of ground by kicking being the result.
Partridge cut through immediately after, but dropped the ball,
and Gaye made a goodish run to within ten yards of the Down
side line. Downside were given-a free-kick and our return sent
the ball over the line where it was touched down. From the
drop-out loose play followed, then Grayson slipped in, fielding
the ball, and the Downside three-quarters got going, play being
transferred to very near our line. We carried a scrum, but
only to find touch. Downside now began a lot of very long
passing which faster outsides than we possess would have soon
turned to our advantage_ Play in mid-field followed a lot of
scrambling about, and here again our outsides allowed the
ascendancy of the Downside three-quarters to dictate their posi
tion and kept us standing up too far--a fault we did not get rid
of till the last ten minutes of the game when we had got going
again. Devitt helped with a kick to their twenty-five and
Brakspear gained further ground with a useful punt from a
melee. Play swung to and fro and then Gaye ran well to the
Downside line; Tucker all but scored a try, and from the ensu
ing loose play Dawnay picked up and scored a good opportunist
try which was not converted (6-5). Griffin stopped another
dangerous attack by Denaro and the whistle went for half-time
with play in mid-field.

On resuming, a fine rush headed by Favell and Honnywill
gained ground, and a further advance was given by Devitt who
reached touch well down the line. Downside rushed back to
half-way, where a lot of loose play follbwed. Our three-quarters
then attacked strongly and Griffin gained ground with a good
kick. It was but a momentary help, for Downside immediately
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broke away and only stopped when Grayson brought down
Denaro with a particularly clean tackle. Then followed one of
the best forward rushes of the day, Bastin's pace being a sur
prise to most of us and his collaring of the full back a splendid
effort. Again play swung back, the game being one of the fastest
we have seen this term, and Gaye and Grayson together saved
us from disaster. The Downside three-quarters were not to be
denied however, and attractive combination between Duncan
and Byrne led to the latter scoring from a reverse pass, the try
being too far out for conversion (6--8). Duncan was again
dangerous, but our defence survived the attack; then Denaro
on the other wing raced round, only to find Griffin had once
more come across finely to deal with him, and the latter relieved
with a good kick. A free hick to us failed to help much.
From a line-out Brakspear and W oolmer handled and passed
to Gaye, who gained some ground with a screw kick. Down
side forwards rnshed the ball for some way before Griffin
stopped them. Denaro was again tackled, though loosely, by
Grayson, and in the ensuing scn~m DO\vnside were awarded a
free kick for foot-up. 'Ye then attacked, but our passing was
faulty and a run by Partridge to the Downside twenty-five led
to no tangible result. Our three-quarters at this stage were
consistently in bad formation for any attack, but the pace and
the dangerous attacks they had been meeting all tended to force
them too far up. .Grayson was conspicuously successful in
meeting repeated at.tacks, and then a grovel in mid-field was
wisely chosen instead of a free kick. Devitt reached touch in
the Downside twenty-five, and the same player again tried to
gain ground, but Duncan took the ball and more than neutralised
the effort.

At this point a fast game grew if anything faster, though our
forwards, for all their pluck, were showing how the strain was
telling. Then one of those chance tries was scored that are
always apt to happen at a critical time. Grayson's kick failed
to reach touch and Byrne's return dId the same. Grayson
gathering finely waited a second too long-almost his only mis
take in the game-and his punt struck Byrne and bounced over
the line where the nearest man happened to be one of our
opponents. The try was not converted (6--11). Sherborne
returned to the attack splendidly and were rewarded. Partridge
dribbled at a great pace to the Downside line and scored,
Griffin converting with a good kick and so equalising the scores
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(ll-ll). A weak kick across in front of the Downside goal
line did not turn out well, and Denaro raced away with the ball
and kicked over Grayson's head. Griffin saved, but at the ex
pense of a free kick from which we touched down. Our outsides
broke away from a scrum in our half, but for some reason Gaye
failed to kick when he might have brought us relief and was
tackled with the ball. From the ensuing scrum Downside
attacked strongly and Denaro raced in (l1-14). This was the
final score and practically the end of play-a great game, very·
fast, not particularly good football, but full of incident from
start to finish.

T.L.C.

SCHOOL v. GLOUCESTERSHIRE REGIMENT (December 8th).

An ideal day for football and the ground in good condition.
There was some ragged play in midfield at the start, but a rush
headed by Bastin soon took the game into our opponent's twenty
five, and a free kick resulted in a good goal by Griffin (3-0).
The Gloucesters then attacked strongly, but a cross-kick by
Griffin both relieved us and transferred play to the visitors' end
where Gaye got through and Griffin converted (8-0). Grayson
stopped a rush, but his kicking was not good enough to relieve
pressure. Devitt however picking up in a.ur twenty-five ran
strongly and kicking over the backs' head evaded other oppo
nents and scored a good try (ll-O). Keen but loose play
followed on our opponents' line.

In the second half there was much scrambling play relieved
by some good forward work. The Gloucesters' outsides never
got going. A free kick to them was negatived by a good run
by Partridge, and Devitt picking up smartly scored again,
Griffin converting (16-0). Towards the end the Gloucesters
pressed harder than ever, but failed to pierce our defence.
Griffin scored from a pass at the line-out, and the School, play
ing without Woolmer and Favell, won easily enough by 19
points to O.

2ND XV.
Of the five matches played by the 2nd XV two were won,

Downside (6-3) and Monckton Coombe (31-0) at home,
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one draw, Downside (9-9) away, and two lost; All Hallows
(9-12) and Blundell's (29-6) both away.

Throughout the season the side was crippled by the unusually
large number of injuries in both XV's and in consequence the
team was hardly ever the same for two consecutive weeks;
but the measure of its success should be judged, not by the
number of wins or losses, but.by the help it gave, or failed to
give, to the 1st XV, the chief raison d'etre of all 2nd XV's.

The actual matches call for little comment. Against All
HaTlows the side was unlucky to lose, and, as it was the first
match of the season, did not do so badly. At Blundell's the
football of the side apparently touched rock-bottom, but as five
members of the regular 2nd XV were helping the School to
beat Blundell's 1st XV, the day was not one ofabsolute failure.

The return Downside match was the best game of the season,
and but for an unlucky accident to Kestell-Cornish, seven
minutes from time, who up to then had played exceedingly well,
would probably have resulted in a win. Playing on a wet day
with a greasy ball, the forwards rose to the occasion splendidly,
and some of their rushes were irresistible, Lean, Lander and
Holland being especially prominent. For the only time during
the season the pack combined speed, fire and control of the
ball, and during the second half, they swept the Downside for
wards off their feet till ~he very end. The outsides on a
forwards day, played a very sound game, Phillips at half and
Bryant on the wing being especially good, their stopping of
rushes, and saving generally, being splendidly plucky.

The chief criticisms to be made of a gritty and unfortunate
·side, are not new. Fonvards the two great failings were lack
of control in the loose, with Lean a noticeable exception, and
lack of determination at the line-out. Outside the chief defect
was lack of pace, and slowness in getting into position.
Adamson, Lean, Holland and Lander were the pick of the for
wards. Phillips at half improved out of all recognition and
Bryant, Yonge and Wallinger the pick of the many outsides
who played.

If those who coach leagues and house sides would determine
to crush the pernicious habit of knocking the ball back from the
line-out, would resolutely fight against the modern view of for
wards being a heeling machine pure and simple, and would
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make their outsides go full pace, School footer would improve
and much of the time now spent on these elementary principles
on 1st and 2nd XV punt abouts, could be devoted to the finer
points of the game.

E.P-J.

JUNIORS.

IFlstead of the preliminary rounds being played on the knock
out system this year, more care was observed to ensure the best
runner-up being selected. In case it may be of interest to O.SS.
we append tpe following :-

Ross' beat Carey's. Dunkin's heat Fox's. Elderton's a bye.

Ross' beat Elderton's.
Ross' beat Dunkin's (winning outright). Carey's beat Fox's.

Carey's beat Dunkin's.
Carey's beat Elderton's (and hence are runners-up).
The Two-Cock itself was an agonisingly thrilling game, and

surprisingly fast, the School House losing by the kick on the
stroke of time (5-3). We regret there will not be time to in
clude the account in this issue.

D.O.H.H.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editor of The Shirburnimt does not hold himself responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shirburnian.

Dear Sir,
I think all wiII agree that lately the Mile has hardly been run in what

one might call good time, and what is the chief reason? Training.
Running like a good many things requires a certain amount of training,
which all wiII agree is fundamental, and it is impossible to train for it
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during tbe few days before tbe Sports in tbe Summer Term. Moreover
last year the Mile, which by the way is quite one of the chief events in the
Sports, was run several days before even tbe first day of events. This
being the case, why not run it a few weeks before (Le. Easter Term) when
any concerned arc in training for Seniors, Point to Point and Steeplechase.

I am, Yours etc.,

AMATOR CURSUS.

[Given a decent track and a low wind last year's Victor Ludorum might
have tried to disprove this suggestion that he was not in training at
Stamford Bridge in the holidays before the Sports.-Ev.]

Dear Sir,
In these days of profiteering and attempts to put an end to it, I must

apologise if I intrude upon your honoured pages for a small growl. Being
a leaver, I have, as is the custom, joined the Old Shirburnian Society, and
ordered an O.S. tie. Imagine my surprise when I was charged 8/- for an
article which was of precisely the same material, and in no more expen
sive colours, than one I could have purchased for 5/- at a reasonable shop.
I am also given to understand that equally ridiculous prices are being
asked for the scarves, sweaters and blazers of the O.SS. Surely, when
people sell such things at excessively high prices, just because the School
has been good enough to give them the monopoly, it is a case of arrant
profiteering which ought to be stoppeu.

Yours, etc.,

ONE OF THE NEW POOR.

Dear Sir,
This term the School re-a~sembledon a Friday, an innovation which

was generally regarded as being very sensible. Apparently, however,
this idea has been given up and we are to revert to the old practice of
returning on a \Vednesday. •

Everyone is agreed that when we return on a \Vednesday the first few
days of the term are spent in pottering round the studies and in trying to
pass the time which hangs all the more heavily upon liS when we realise
that it might just as well be spent in enjoyment at home. \Vork is never
begun in earnest till tbe first Monday, and it is very hard to spin Ollt the
wearisome task of unpacking over four days.

Good reasons for returning on a \Vednesday are hard to find. It may
be argued that if we return on a Friday it is hard to get the Chapel list
out in time for Sunday, as the names of the new members of the choir are
not known till Saturday morning-. Surely this difficulty is not insuperable.
Again, it may be said that we only came back on a Friday this term, in
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Yours faithfully,

HOPEFUL ONE.

order to compensate those who went to camp for some of the holiday they
consequently missed. But even if this is so, it do~ not alter the fact that
returning on Friday is an obvious improvement on the old practice.

\'Vhatever arguments are brought forward the fact remains that the
plan has been tried and has met with obvious success. Why should it be
disco,ntinued?

[Has our correspondent considered the case of the rushed Form
master ?-ED.]

Dear Sir,
At the meeting of Officers and N.C.O's. last term, when it was decided

that the Corps would go to camp, all present were asked if they were will
ing to go. Needless to say everyone was willing to go, who possibly could.

H was then stated that there was a possibility of a few days extra
holiday for the campers. An officer immediately renounced such an idea,
mentioning that in the past Shirburnians had been proud to represent the
School, considering it their duty to go to camp, and looked for no other
reward, or words to that effect.

I should like to remind your' ILL-USED' correspondent that the aver
age person hates the idea of being baited to camp.

He states that there are people-a fact which I doubt--who seriously
contemplate not going to camp next year, because there is no fat reward
at the end of it. '

I am quite convinced that next summer's would-be campers hope that
such people will not be constrained to go, in order to make a complete
Company, as they only damp the high spirits of the others with their
moody remarks concerning what they would be doing if they were at home
-wretch'ed little' GLAxo' babies, they ought not to be allowed from
home! "

I might even suggest to him and any others, who judge themselves
• ill-used' that the authorities are not easily intimidated by such whining
threats, and though no doubt they would like to take a whole Company to
camp, would prefer two platoons 9f volunteers .rather than a complete
Company of volunteers piu. the rest.

Unlike your' ILL-USED' correspondent, I do feel bound to apologise
for using yDur valuable columns for such common sense matters. There
fore to avoid the possibility of wasting your space again, in case' AN ILL
USED ONE' wishes to argue, I append my name so that he may express
his opinions personally.

Yours truly,

C. R. FAVELL.

[This is not the only letter we have ha:! in the same tenor, but it is the
fullest.-ED.)
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WASTE.
Dear Sir,

An order has been issued that next term evervone is to have a hockey
stick. Lowest cost, 16/-. -

Only a few people have them now. Say 300 possess them next term,
it represents £240. At the most six grounds can be used at atime-i.e.
132 players using sticks td the value of £105. In other words, when all
games are in full swing there will be £135 worth of sticks not in use, i.e.
needlessly bought.

Why' needlessly' ? Because a little imagination will show how the
thin"g could be organized to save waste. A stand with a top surface of
16 x 24 inches (allowing 4 inches per stick) would hold more than enough
sticks for each ground. Each ground could have a stand (with the name
of the ground clearly marked). Each stand could have a handle at each
side so that two small boys with perfect ease could carry it to and from the
Pav. The School would buy 132 sticks (at the very most) of average size.
which would never be taken from the ground but put into the stand
after use. The stand would be carried to the Pav. or shed after the last
game on each ground.

The cost of the stands would be trivial: of the sticks so much less
than at present contemplated that an equal sum per head paid in each
House would come infinitely cheaper to parents and- best of all-the
sticks would be used next year instead of being lost.

THIS IS NOT COMPLICAT"ED. It is as simple as fetching a scor
ing book or ball from the Pay.

In view of the official desire to help long-suffering Parents, this scheme
(or a better one and equally ecoIlomicall should surely be adopted.

Yours truly,

ANTI- \V ASTE.

CONTEl\IPORARIES.

The Editor begs to acknowledge the regular receipt of the
following contemporaries :-

The Elizabethan
The Marlburian
Eton College Chronicle
The Lorettollian
The Stol/yllllrst Magazi1/e
The lVykehamist
The Meteor

The H aileyburian
The School Magazi1/(",

Uppi1/gham
The Cal/tuarian
The Meteor
The Chol111eleian
The Alle'Yllian
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The School House (a).
James' Curteis', Wood's, vVhitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's (h).

Tancock's, vVilson's, Dunkin's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's "rd).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g I.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirburniall is published six times in the year, twice each
term.
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This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.
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full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

\Ve decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.


